" I insist on the absolute control of the department in
which * Vitalin' is produced, in so far as the chemical side
is concerned. For this I require a monthly salary of
1,000 marks. And in addition a participation in the profits
of the department," Helene said shortly.
"How much?"
" Have you had estimates, of costs prepared yet ?, And
what turnover can we count on in die first instance ? "
" I figure—very approximately—that we shall be able
to put die article on die wholesale market at two marks
eighty. The turnover—well, we hope for a big turnover,
otherwise we should not put so much capital into die
business. The manufacture is expensive, diat you know,
and the profit is small. You can see the figures, but I
fear you will not be able to make much of them."
" I hope I shall. I have given a great deal of study to
statistical and technical finance in my spare time since
Kobellin's death," Helene Willfuer said shortly. " I de-
mand two per cent, of the net profit. I hope to be able
to cheapen the manufacture in a short time. Naturally, I
shall be given a laboratory for my own personal work."
" We already have an experimental laboratory in which
forty chemists are solely engaged in experimental work."
** I must have my own personal laboratory, with two
assistants, and two women analysts. It is quite natural
that I should want to get on with my work. I am not
satisfied with just diis discovery of * Vitalin/ That is
only a small part, a beginning. My own private labora-
tory is more important to me than the whole salary,"
Helene said impatiently, and the redness of her eyelids
deepened.
** On condition that our works have the first claim on
nny eventual results of your work—I would concur,"
Director Botstiber replied slowly, and he kid his prism
down and widi one glance at the gendemcn in the back-

